AIR FRANCE SHOPPING, THE SITE THAT WILL TRANSFORM YOUR TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

Air France Shopping, Air France’s online boutique, offers a wide range of chic and practical travel essentials. From our line of suitcases to leather goods, accessories and numerous other items, our online boutique celebrates French craftsmanship and expertise, and the special French touch that is the envy of the world...

Log on now to airfranceshopping.com
ICÔNE, THE TIMELESS COLLECTION

The Icône collection embodies the Air France vision of timeless elegance. The chic and casual style of this range comprises a bowling bag, laptop bag, toiletry and cosmetics bag. Navy blue or white, take your pick.

- **BOWLING BAG** | €160.00
- **TOILETRY BAG** | €35.00
- **LAPTOP CASE** | €190.00
- **COSMETICS BAG** | €25.00
RED, WHITE AND BLUE, FRENCH-STYLE ELEGANCE

Inspired by Air France’s French Touch this navy blue canvas fabric and an elegant grosgrain ribbon range proudly sports the red, white and blue colours of France. Simple, distinguished and above all essential for travelling in style.
SAILOR-STRIPES REDESIGN
THE SKYLINE

Get ready to explore new horizons in style and comfort with our sailor-stripe range. This collection will enhance your travel style. Its suitcase covers will protect your cases and its travel cushions will enhance your sleep. The sailor-stripes and airplane design are printed in France. *France is in the air!*

- **MULTI-CURRENCY WALLET BLUE** | €19.00
- **SLEEP COMFORT KIT** | €31.00
- **SCENTED POUCHES** | €19.00
- **SUITCASE COVER RED – SIZE M** | €59.00
SUMMER IN COLOUR

This collection combines sandy tones and flashy colours to guarantee a sophisticated and resolutely summer look. Now all you have to do is choose your destination.

- **YELLOW ZIPPED SUMMER POUCH** | €18.00
- **ORANGE SUMMER ENVELOPE POUCH** | €14.00
- **YELLOW ZIPPED SUMMER ENVELOPE POUCH – SIZE L** | €20.00
- **PINK SUMMER BAGGAGE TAG** | €12.00
- **PINK SUMMER PASSPORT HOLDER** | €14.00
SUSTAINABLE AND 100% AIR FRANCE

Aware of our environmental impact on the planet, Air France has also developed a range of bags and accessories produced from aircraft seat covers, a unique and forward-looking collection manufactured in the Paris region in partnership with BILUM. The result is elegant, sustainable and 100% Air France!

ZIGZAG TOILETRY BAG | €40.00
DOT SHOPPING BAG | €35.00
ZIGZAG IPAD CASE | €40.00
DOT FLAT POUCH – SIZE M | €22.00
DOT POUCH | €35.00
MADE IN FRANCE, CHIC AND INSPIRING

Air France has used the most noble and softest high-quality leather in its chic and practical accessories that are made in France’s leather tanneries meeting the most demanding conditions. These conditions result in unique hand-crafted Air France products.

- LEATHER PASSPORT HOLDER GREY-YELLOW | €150.00
- LEATHER ENVELOPE POUCH FLAME | €130.00
- LEATHER PASSPORT HOLDER FIRE | €150.00
- LEATHER PASSPORT HOLDER GREEN | €150.00
- LEATHER NOTEBOOK BLUE | €188.00
- LEATHER CARDHOLDER ICE | €120.00
KIDS, WHEN TRAVEL IS CHILD’S PLAY

Because Air France pays special attention to its small travellers, young globetrotters also have their own product range, including cute wooden planes, the legendary Concorde in scale-model format, the ever-popular PLAYMOBIL with the exclusive Air France airhostess. A selection of toys to keep our youngest passengers entertained on their flight.

- MEMORY GAME: €12.00
- VINTAGE AIR FRANCE CARRY CASE: €65.00
- AIR FRANCE X KIKO WOODEN AIRPLANE: €30.00
- PLAYMOBIL AIR FRANCE AIRHOSTESS: €9.00
- AIR FRANCE KIDS’ TRAVEL GAME: €29.00
YOYO BY AIR FRANCE

The new star of the Air France Shopping selection – the stroller YOYO by Air France. The French brand BABYZEN is joining forces with Air France for a new exclusive series in the colours of the company. YOYO by Air France is available in an unprecedented, delicate and elegant print, to make YOYO a real fashion accessory.

€389.00
YOYO BY AIR FRANCE « 6+ »

€609.00
YOYO BY AIR FRANCE « FROM BIRTH »
THE ESSENTIAL BAGGAGE RANGE

The baggage range is an essential part of the Air France Shopping collection. Air France and DELSEY have teamed up to offer an elegant range of lightweight, chic and sturdy suitcases. Available in three sizes and three colours, they will accompany you throughout your travels.

BLACK HARDBACK ENVOL
SUITCASE 55 CM
€179.00

HARDBACK ENVOL RANGE

55 CM
68 CM
78 CM
BLUE HARDBACK ENVOL SUITCASE 68 CM | €209.00

GREY HARDBACK ENVOL SUITCASE 78 CM | €259.00